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A. Report of the Committee of Jurists regarding Petitions from Various Sections of the
Danzig Population submitted to the Council at its May Session, 1935.1
B. Dismissal of M. Luck and M. Schmode, Employees of the Municipality of Danzig.
C. Petition from the National-German, Social-Democrat and Centre Parties in respect
of the Legislative Decrees of August 29th, 1935, amending Certain Provisions of the Penal
Code in force.
Mr. Lester, High Commissioner of the League of Nations at Danzig, and M. Greaser, President
of the Senate of the Free City of Danzig, came to the Council table.
Mr.

EDEN

presented the following reports:

Report of the Committee of Jurists regarding Petitionsfron Various Sections olthe Danzig
Population, submitted to the Council at its May Session, x935. 2

"A.

"The Council will recollect that, at its session in Aay 3 the High Comrmssioner of the League
of Nations at Danzig laid before it a number of petitions received from various sections of the
Danzig population complaining of the infringement of the Danzig Constitution by the Senate
in a number of different respects.
" On the proposal of the Rapporteur, the Council then decided to set up a Committee of Jurists,
consisting of three members, to examine these petitions, as well as the Danzig Senate's observations
thereon, and to report to the Council whether such examination revealed the existence of violations
of the Constitution, either in the form of legislation, decrees or regulations, or in the form of
administrative acts or omissions.
" The Committee, which consisted of Baron Marks von Wiirtemberg, former President of
the Stockholm Court of Appeal (Chairman), Dr. Jan Kosters, Vice-President of the Supreme
Court of the Netherlands, and Dr. Fritz Flemer, Professor of Public Law in the University of
Zurich, met at Geneva from July 22nd to 26th, 1935, and submitted a report which has already
been communicated to the Council (Annex 1565, page 1292).
"I feel sure that my colleagues will be at one with me m thanking these distinguished Jurists
for their very substantial and thorough report.
"The Council has now to consider what conclusions it should reach with regard to the petitions. The point of view from which it must approach this subject must, I think, be that laid
down by the Council itself on January I8th, 1934.4 On that occasion it approved the conclusions
of a report by Sir John Simon, in which, after careful examination of all the relevant texts and
decisions of the Council, he said.
" From the foregoing texts, it is, in my opinion, clear that the League's guarantee of the
Danzig Constitution implies for the Council the right and duty to satisfy itself, m general,
that the constitutional life of the Free City is in keeping with that Constitution. I thik
my colleagues 'will agree that, while the autonomy of the Free City implies that its Constitution
will be interpreted by its own Government, laws and courts, and while the Council should
not necessarily take up every question which may arise with regard to the application of
the Constitution and assume the functions of a court of law, the Council must remain sole
judge of its own action in every new case that may be submitted to it in virtue of the League's
guarantee of that Constitution.
"In a communication of September 14th, 1935, which has been circulated to the Council
(Annex 1565 a, page 1310), the Senate of the Free City urges that the Council should consider
itself unable to concur in the view of the Committee of Jurists that the legislative Decree for the
Protection of the Good Name of National Associations and the legislative Decree on the Wearing of
Uniforms are unconstitutional, since to do so would involve dissenting from four judgments of the
Criminal Chamber of the Danzig Supreme Court, of which the Senate communicates the texts
to the Council.
'The passage which I have just quoted from the report approved on January 18th, 1934,
shows that the Council has no desire to substitute itself for or become a court of appeal from the
Danzig courts, but, on the contrary fully recogmses their function in regard to the interpretation
of the Constitution and the necessity of maintaining their authority It also, n my opimon, shows
that the League of Nations, in its capacity of guarantor of the Constitution of Danzig, while
according to the judgments of the courts the respect and authority which must be due to them,
cannot be prevented by a decision of any organ of the Free City whether judicial, legislative or
executive, from intervening in cases where it considers such intervention to be necessitated bya
breach of the Constitution.

I

See Offictal Journal, June 1935, pages 648 to 650.

2 Document C.372.1935.VII.

3 See Official Journal, June 1935, page 648.
4 See Officzal Journal, February 1934 (Part I), page 137.
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"I observe, moreover, that the danger of a difference of opinion between the view to which
the Council might be led by the advice of the Committee of Jurists and the view taken by the
Supreme Court of Danzig already existed at the moment when, at the May session of the Council,
the President of the Senate gave his assurance that the Senate would comply with the conclusions
which the Council might reach after obtaining the advice of the Committee of Jurists. No less than
three of the four judgments cited by the Senate had been given before that date and were
presumably known to the Senate. As regards the fourth judgment, the difficulty would have been
avoided if the court had accepted an application which was made to it to suspend the hearing of the
appeal till the constitutional question at issue had been considered by the Council.
"I do not think it necessary to go over the allegations of the four petitions point by point
or to give in detail the jurists' opinion on each one of them. It will, I consider, be enough to draw
attention to the essential points of their report and to distinguish between the cases in which the
jurists have found that the Constitution has unquestionably been infringed and the cases in
connection with which they have expressed doubts as to the spirit in which certain of the decree-laws
complained of have been applied.
"As regards the cases m which the jurists are of opinion that the Constitution has
unquestionably been infringed, mention may first be made of the Decree of April 41h, X934,
concerning the wearing of uniforms, promulgated under the Enabling Law of June 24th, X933. This
decree is criticised with special severity in the petition of the Catholic Parish Priests of August 3oth,
1934,1 on the ground that it constituted a violation of the fundamental rights of citizens-namely,
the right freely to express opinions and the right of equality before the law (Articles 79 and 73
of the Constitution).
"The dbcree m question makes the wearing of uniforms in public subject to authonsation
from the Senate. As may be seen from the latter's observations 2 on the petition of the Catholic
Parish Priests, this right of authonsation enables the Senate to make a choice among the
associations in existence in the territory of the Free City the decisive criterion according to which
the free judgment claimed by the Senate is to be exercised being whether and to what extent an
association agrees with the conceptions of the majority of the population.
"The Committee of Jurists expresses the opinion that the fact that a certain association
does not agree with the conceptions of the majority of the population cannot be taken as a ground
for differential treatment, and it therefore takes the view that the Decree of April 4th, 1934, and
the manner m which it has been applied infringe the fundamental rights of citizens as guaranteed
by Articles 73 and 79 of the Constitution.
"The first two judgments mentioned by the Senate relate to this decree. They do not, however,
contain any discussion of its constitutionality
"The jurists also regard as unconstitutional the Decree-law of October loth, 1933, for the
Protectionof the Good Name of National Associations, complained of in the Centre Party's petition. 3
The provisions of an amendment to § x of the same decree-law subsequently enacted by a Decree of
March 6th, x934, and complained of in the petition from the Jewish organisationsA are also held
to be unconstitutional. According to the jurists, the Decree-law of October roth, 1933, is based
on the clearly defined intention of providing for certain associations legal protection which continues
to be denied to the other associations m the territory of the State. Under paragraph 5 of the decree,'
the Senate decides in its absolute discretion -vhch associations are to be regarded as supporting
the Government. The decree complained of is thus founded on the idea that it is permissible for the
competent authority to apply differential legal treatment to the associations existing in the
territory of the State, and to do so according to whether they support the Government or not.
Associations which support the Government are thus to enjoy more extensive penal protection.
This, however, is contrary to the principle of the equality of all citizens before the law-a principle
which also underlies all the other guarantees provided m the Constitution (Article 73 of the Danzig
Constitution).
"As regards more particularly the amendment of March 6th, z934, which provides for the
punishment of persons manufacturing and selling the uniforms or distinctive badges of an
association supporting the Government without being authonsed thereto, as a member of such
association or otherwise, the jurists conclude that there are therefore persons who, whether they
are members or not of the associations in question, may sell and manufacture the uniforms without
risking imprisonment and, on the other hand, a group of persons who are threatened with
imprisonment if they perform these acts, the discrimunation between the two groups of persons
being dependent on the authonsation or consent of the associations which support the Government.
According to the Jurists' Committee, this constitutes, in the province of trade and industry, a
flagrant inequality before the criminal law A provision which gives rise to such discrimination
is contrary to Article 73 of the Constitution. The Committee therefore considers that the complaint
is justified.
"The Decree for the Protection of the Good Name of National Associations is the decree dealt
with in the last two judgments of the Criminal Chamber of the Danzig Supreme Court to which the
Senate has called the Council's attention. I have studied these judgments and find that, so far as
regards the constitutionality of the decree as a whole, the only question on which there is a difference
1 See Officzal Journal, June
2 See
3 See
4 See
6 See

Official journal, June
Official Journal, June
Official Journal, June
Official Journal, June

1935, page 761.

1935, page 766.
1935, page 789.
1935, pages 837 and 849.
X935, page 795.
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of opinion between the view taken by the court and that of the Jurists' Committee is the question
whether the mere fact that an association is considered by the Senate (that is to say, the
Government) to be an association which supports the Government is a legitimate reason under the
Constitution for according to it protection under the criminal law which is not enjoyed by other
associations. This question is discussed in the last judgment only The earlier judgment deals only
with the question of the manufacture and sale of the uniforms of the protected associations.
" The difference between the Committee and the court is that the former sees in the decree a
means of favouring the Government's own party and associations agreeing with the views of that
party whereas the court treats the associations as having the task of increasing public tranquillity
and security by their mere existence and their disciplined behaviour and assimilates them to
persons discharging public functions.' This is an issue of a simple but most important character
upon which it appears to me that the Council, as the organ of the League which is concerned with
the guarantee of the Danzig Constitution, is both competent and obliged to have an opinion of its
own.
"Under the Constitution of Danzig, as the Senate has recogused in Section IV of its
observations of May 7th, 1935,- upon the petition of the Centre Party, State and party are not
identical at Danzig, and the system of government established by the Constitution is founded upon
the existence of parties. In my opimon, the Council cannot regard as consistent with the equality
of all nationals before the law which is guaranteed by the Constitution, a decree which gives
to the party which forms the Government and to other associations holding the same political
views the enormous advantage over other parties and associations of enjoying the special legal
protection against attacks upon their reputation which the decree establishes.
"If the Council concurs in this view the provision in the decree which prohibits manufacture
and sale of uniforms of protected associations without the consent of these associations is
unconstitutional for the same reason as the decree as a whole. It is not then necessary to discuss
the third of the judgments cited by the Senate, which approves as constitutional the provisions
of this part of the decree on the ground that they make no arbitrary distinctions, since they
punish without discrimination any person who manufactures the uniforms in question without
the necessary permission.
" With regard to the Centre Party's complaint concerning a criminal provision for the
protection of privileged associations, embodied in § 132 (a) of the Criminal Code, 3 the Committee's
opinion also is that it is justified. This provision provides that any person participating in an
association of persons, as a member thereof, where the purpose of such association is the protection
of institutions or manifestations of a political organisation, shall be liable to imprisonment not
exceeding three months and to a fine, or to one or other of these penalties, unless the said association
of persons is approved by the Senate.
" The Committee of Jurists observes that, under Article 85 of the Danzig Constitution (freedom
of association), associations which are not in contravention of the penal laws are permissible and do
not therefore require any previous authonsation by the State. The neutrality of the State towards
all associations in the national territory is most strongly stated in Article 85, fourth sentence, which
says that the right to acquire legal personality' shall not be refused to any union on the ground that
The Committee of Jurists
it has been formed for political, social-political, or religious objects
thus comes to the conclusion that § 132 (a) of the Criminal Code is not in harmony with this
constitutional principle of the equal treatment of associations, and that the provision in question is
therefore to be regarded as unconstitutional.
" In their examination of the petition submitted by the publishers of the Danztger Volksstimme
newspaper,4 the jurists were required more particularly to give their opinion on the prohibition
of this newspaper and on its confiscation by the authorities on certain other occasions.
" The Committee of Jurists reached the conclusion that the complaint set out m the petition
is justified, and that the prohibition of the Danztger Volksstihnm on April ioth, z935-a five
months' prohibition, which is nearly the maximum ilowed by law--constitutes a somewhat serious
abuse of power on the part of the Danzig authorities and is an administrative action incompatible
with the freedom of the Press as guaranteed by Article 79.of the Constitution.
" Itis only fair to point out in this connection that the Senate subsequently rescinded the
prohibition order, with the result that the paper was able to reappear as from July ist.
" I would add, however, that a few days ago the Danziger Volksstimme was again seized.
Without going into the question whether this measure was justified, I wish to point out that these
repeated seizures of organs of the Press endanger the freedom of the Press, which is expressly
guaranteed by the Constitution. In this connection, I must repeat the views expressed by Sir John
Simon, your Rapporteur at the meeting on January 18th, 1934,r when several cases of the suspension of newspapers were also submitted to the CouncilU-namely, that an attempt to penalise a

1 It would

appear from the relevant decree that the associations protected by the decree are: The Deutsche

Luftsportverband (Landesgruppe Frele Stadt Danig), the Danziger Fremwillige Arbeitsdienst (Regtd.); the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Frontkampferbund (Stallhelm); the Danziger Luftschutzbund (Regtd.); der Deutsche Reichsknegerbund Kyffhauser 23. Landesverband Danzig; the Nationalsozialisfische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, together with
all its subsidiary orgamsations and affiliated members, the Stailhelm, Bund der Frontsoldaten.
2 See Official Journal, June 1935, page 813.
3 See Offical Journal, June 1935, pages 791 and 796.
4 See Offical Journal, June 1935, page 862.
5 See Official Journal, February 1934 (Part I), page 140.
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newspaper because of the views which it expressed would be a breach of the Constitution of the
Free City
"I now come to the cases in which the Committee of Jurists expressed doubt as to the spirit
in which certain decree-laws have been applied.
" The Decree of March .12th, z934, concerning school pupils' membership of associationswithin
and outside their schools, complained of in the petition of the Catholic Parish Pnests,1 implies that
pupils of either sex may not be members of associations which do not fulfil 'school purposes
unless the supervisory scholastic authority considers that such associations give an education in
conformity with the conceptions of the National-Socialist State or that they exercise an influence
over them on those lines
"The Senate, however, took the objections of the petitioner into account by introducing
an amendment on May 6th, 1935,2 to this decree, and the jurists recognised that the effect was to
bring the decree into harmony with the Constitution. They say nevertheless, that the constitutional
character of the decree depends on the extent to which its provisions are applied by the competent
scholastic authority of Danzig in a manner also consistent with the spirit of the Danzig Constitution.
"As regards the Decree-law of December x6th, X933, 3 concerning the institutionof rePresentallon
for the Danzig teachers, to which the petition of the Centre Party takes exception and which the
Senate has since amended, 4 the jurists have expressed a similar view They recognise that the
Senate's amendment takes account of the petitioners' criticism. They are, however, of opinion
that doubts would arise on constitutional grounds if, in the application of the decree, certain
paragraphs were to be utilised for the purpose of favouring a particular party m a manner contrary
to the Constitution.
" As regards the Decree-law of August r4th, x933,r concerning the introductionof representation
for officials, to which the Centre Party's petition takes exception, the Committee of jurists again
recognises that the actual text of the decree is not in itself open to any objection on constitutional
grounds; but it adds that, in the application of the decree, the principle of equal treatment for
citizens of all political views in the State must be observed.
" In the petition with regard to the discriminatory steps said to have been taken against the
Jewish population, 6 the Jewish organisations cite a number of decrees which, they contend, all
involve infringement of the Constitution. The Committee of Jurists concludes that, as regards
the constitutional character of the decrees, a large number of the complaints are unfounded, and
that the substance of the decrees is unassailable on constitutional grounds. Nevertheless, the
Committee points out that, if, m the application of these decrees to winch exception is taken, regard
is had solely to the race or religion of the citizens, such an application would clearly constitute an
administrative act contrary to the Constitution.
"As regards the details of the complaints put forward in the petition of the Jewish
orgamsations with regard to the failure of the Senate in its administrative actions to comply with
Article 73 of the Constitution (equality before the law), the Committee of Jurists finds that it is
not in a position to form any opinion on a petition in regard to facts which are not established,
unless it is in a position to conduct an enquiry on the spot-which does not lie within
the Committee's provmce. At the same time, in regard to other points it is not impossible, the
jurists say to conclude that the facts alleged exist, either because of the very terms used in the
Senate's replies or because the Senate, in its observations, remains silent with regard to these facts.
The Committee accordingly confines itself to certain comments on the Senate's observations with
regard to the petitioners' complaints. According to the jurists, the Senate seems inclined to regard
the majority of the population as identical with the whole population. When the Senate claims
is no longer willing to submit to strictures from a Jewish judge' and
that the public
speaks of an official as being acceptable to the people 7 the impression might be received that the
whole Danzig population is National Socialist. But, besides the National Socialists, the Danzig
population contains other large groups who undoubtedly prefer a good official to a less able official,
whatever the former's political opimons may be.
"The Danzig Constitution-the report by the jurists continues-does not prevent the Senate,
within the administrative field, from taking duly into account the spirit of the majority of the
population which has shown its confidence in the Senate. But the Government cannot be allowed
to apply in an administration a party.programme which is contrary to the Constitution, even if
The new conception of the
that programme is adopted by the majority of the population.
State which the Senate adduces in its comments on one of the petitions, cannot affect the
Constitution, which has stamped its impress upon the State and determined its character.
"As regards the complamt of the Jewish organisations concerning defamation and boycotting,8
the Committee of Jurists is again unable to express an opinion. But, while recognising the
criterion adopted by the Senate in regard to the right of the police to take action-namely,
that it is neither entitled nor bound to intervene unless public security is disturbed or
endangered, and that it is not its business to interfere in the clash of political opmions-the
Committee wonders whether there is not, in a sense, a disturbance of public security when a whole
section of the population is subject to constant and serious defamation on the sole ground of its
IfSee
% See
3 See
4 See

Official Journal, June
Official Journal,June
Official Journal, June
Officzal Journal, June

1935, page 765.
1935, page 787.
1935, pages 791 and 798.
1935, page 814.

5 See Official Journal, June 1935, pages 792 and 799.
6 See Official Journal, June 1935, page 830.
7JSee Official Journal, June 1935, pages 855 and. 856.
8 See Official Journal, June 1935, pages 846 and 858.
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race or religion. As regards boycotting, the jurists are of opinion that boycotts nught assume
such proportions and have such disastrous consequences for the section of the population suffering
therefrom, that the authorities, being the servants of the community would, in the Committee's
opinion, be bound to intervene, where necessary in some manner or other.
"I think it specially desirable to drawthe Senate's attention to the seriousness of the situation,
as indicated by the Committee of Jurists in connection with the complaint of the Jewish orgamsations, seeing that the Council has since received other complaints from the same orgamsations.
"These complaints are contained m the petition which the High Commissioner of the League
of Nations at Danzig, in a letter addressed to the Secretary-General on August 2 7 th, 1935, has
communicated to the Members of the Council for information (Annex 1566, page 1321), together
with the observations of the Senate thereon, according to which certain incidents to the detriment
of the. Jewish population have occurred in the Free City during the last two months.
"In the letter forwarding the petition, the High Commissioner points out that the antisemitic elements m the National-Socialist Party have been displaying great activity during
recent months, inter alia, by promoting the wide circulation of a publication intended to incite
its readers against Jewish citizens.
"Although the Senate in its observations emphasises the fact that, in the two years during
which the National-Socialist Government has been in power in Danzig, not a single Jew has been
killed or seriously injured in consequence of excesses such as are mentioned in the petition, there
does, m fact, seem to exist the danger of disturbance of public order to wich the Committee of
Jurists refers, and I hope the President of the Senate will give the Council formal assurances as
to the measures the Senate proposes to take in this respect.
"I have been concerned to draw attention to the conclusion at which the Committee of
Jurists has arrived on the essential points raised m the petitions submitted by certain sections of
the Danzig population.
"Due weight should also be given by the Council to the repeated declarations of the Senate
that, according to the best legal advice available to it, the legislation which it has introduced has
remained within the framework of the Constitution.
" As I mentioned at the beginning of this report, the Senate has communicated to the Council
its observations on the report of the Committee of jurists. I have studied these observations
with all the care and attention that they merit. I have come, however, to the conclusion that it is
my duty to recommend the Council to endorse the jurists' opinions and to express its concurrence
m the general considerations they have put forward concerning the spirit m which the Constitution
should be applied.
"I would remind the Council that the President of the Senate, at the Council meeting of
May 25th last,i made a declaration, to which I have referred above, to the effect that, should the
Council, m the light of the opinion of the Committee of Jurists, reach the conclusion that the
Constitution has been infringed on certain points, the Senate of the Free City would modify its
opinion on the basis of the Council's interpretation, and would take appropriate measures.
"I am convinced that the President of the Senate will be anxious to confirm his statement to
the Council.
"The Council should, in my view now recommend the Senate to take the necessary measures
to remedy the situation revealed, by the petitions addressed to the Council and by the jurists'
report, by bringing the legislation of the Free City into conformity with the Constitution of which
the League of Nations is the guarantor, and by ensuring m future the strict observance of the
principles of the Constitution in the application of all laws.
"I propose, moreover, that the Council should request the President of the Senate to submit,
through the High Commissioner, at the next session of the Council, a report on the action taken
by the Senate in accordance with the Council's recommendation.
"I propose that the Council should approve this report and the conclusions of the same."
"B.

Dzsmissal of M. Luck anu1 M. Schmode, Employees of thw Minicipality of Danzig.2

"By his communication of August 13th (Annex 1567, page 1328), the High Commissioner
has called the Council's attention to two cases of dismissal of employees of the Municipality of
Danzig, Luck and Schmode, who allege that they were dismissed for their political opinons, contrary
to Articles 79 and 113 of the Danzig Constitution.
"These articles read as follows:
" Article 79. - Every person shall have the right, within the limits of the law to express
his opinion by word, writing or m any other manner. He may not be obstructed in tlus right
by any conditions of his work or appointment, and no disadvantage of any kind may be
imposed on him on account of his exercise of such right.
There shall be no censorship. Regulations for the conduct of cinematographs may
however, be made in derogation from tins law Legislative measures shall be adopted to
combat obscene or indecent literature, and to protect young persons at public representations
and performances.
I

See Offictal Journal,June 1935, page 649.
Document C. 3 7 1.1 9 3 5.VII.
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" Article =z3. - Freedom of association, with the object of guaranteeing and improving
conditions of labour and economic conditions, shall be secured to all individuals and to all
vocations. Any agreements and measures tending to restrict or obstruct such freedom are
illegal.
" In the statement from the Senate of the Free City dated March izth, 1935,1 which willbe
found in the above-mentioned document, the Senate recogmses that the dismissal of an employee,
although affected with due observance of the term provided by the contract of employment, is
invalid if it is given because of the employee's membership of political parties or associations or
other political activities (Article 79 of the Danzig Constitution), or membership of trade unions or
other economic associations which the employers dislike (principle underlying Article 113 of the
Danzig Constitution). In such a case the notice is a violation of a legal provision, and is invalid
under § 134 of the Civil Code.
" In this commuication, however, the Senate contends that Luck and Schmode were lawfully dismissed, because the reason why the municipality dismissed them was that they were
dangerous to the concerns in which they worked. I should say that Luck was employed in the
municipal waterworks and Schmode in the municipal electricity works.
" It appears, however, from the Senate's statement that the two petitioners were considered
to be dangerous because they were unreliable and that their unreliability consisted in their
attitude towards the National-Socialist standpoint and their adherence to Marxist principles.
It is not alleged that there was any evidence that either of them was likely to take action injurious
to the proper working of the concern in which he was employed.
"Appeals by both the petitioners, M. Luck and M. Schmode, came before the Supreme Labour
Court and were dismissed by it (judgments respectively of June i8th, 1935, and April 19th, 1935).
"The Court has, however, now reversed its attitude.
" In a judgment delivered on August I 9 th, 1935, which was brought to my attention by the
High Commissioner and has been circulated to the Council in document C.369.1935.VII (Annex 1567a,
page 1331) (the case of Otto Bahr, an employee of the municipal waterworks who was dismissed on
account of his Marxist views), the court states that, since September 19th, 1934 (judgment in the case
of Hoghe against Danzig), it has constantly taken the view which the Supreme Administrative
Court also followed, that the protection afforded an employee by the Constitution against dismissal
for political opinions or activity is only displaced if the employee, by Marxist activity, infringes the
duty imposed by his employment of not disturbing the tranquillity of the concern in which he is
employed 2 The Court states that it sees no reason to depart from this standpoint, since as
the Supreme Administrative Court has pertinently observed, to admit mere opimon as a ground for
discharge of an employee is not consistent with the provisions of the Constitution '
"The Council, in my opinion, cannot fail to approve the principle laid down by the Supreme
Administrative Court as being the only principle which is consistent with the articles of the Constitution which I have quoted. Under Article 69 of the Constitution, the municipal enterprises of
Danzig are under the administration of the Senate.
"The President of the Senate will, I hope, be able to give the Council the assurance that the
administration of these enterprises will conform in its employment policy in the future to the
principle laid down by the court, and that a remedy will be found for the prejudice which has been
caused both to the two petitioners whose, case has been brought before the Council and to the
plaintiffs in the analogous cases mentioned by the High Commissioner in his letter of August x3th.
"The Council should, I consider, recommend the Senate to do all in its power, at the request
of the High Commissioner, to settle locally questions such as these, and thus spare so high an
institution as the Council of the League of Nations the necessity of putting them on its agenda.
"I propose that the Council should approve this report and its conclusions."
C. Petition from the German National, Socul-Democrat and Centre Parties in respect of the
Legislative Decrees of August 29th, X935, amending Certain Provisions o/ the Penal Code in force.3
"By a commuication of September 7th (Annex 1568, page 1336), the High Commissioner at
Danzig has commuicated to the Council a joint petition from the German National Party, the
Centre Party and the Social-Democratic Party protesting against two decrees issued by the
Senate on August 29th, 1935, amending the Penal Code and the Code of Penal Procedure, on the
ground that these decrees violate the Constitution. The observations of the Senate on the petition
have also been placed before the Council by the High Commissioner.
"Both decrees are issued in virtue of the Law for the Relief of the Distress of the Population
and the State of June 24th, 1933.

This law (§i) empowers the Senate to take, and declares the

consent of the Popular Assembly to, measures having force of law in regard to the matters set out
I See

page 1330.
2 In the judgment of the Supreme Administrative Court (case Feyerabend), circulated by the Council in the tibovementioned document, the tribunal declares:
"The judgment of April 8th, 1935, in the case of Luck, which was based simply on the' Marxist attitude of the
employee, is incompatible with the protection afforded by Article 79 of the Constitution, and, being one of the
oldest in date of these legal cases, has been superseded by the later concordant rulings of the Regional Labour
Court, so that it can no longer be quoted as evidence of the legal opinion held by this court."
3 Document C.373.1935.VII.
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m the law within the frame of the Constitution and within the limits laid down m §z of the law.
The decree amending the Penal Code purports to be issued in virtue of the authority to take
measures (§i, No. 9) for enhancing public security and order, and (§i, No. 28) authority to reform
the Penal Code. The decree amending the Code of Penal Procedure is based on the authority
given the Senate (§i, No. 22) to alter the way in which the courts are constituted, more particularly
in respect of their organisation and competence and the provisions for lay assessors, and (§i, No. -5)
on the authority to alter the Civil Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure, etc. Both decrees
refer in general terms to §2, without specifying wich of the seven purposes therein set out (for
which alone the Senate may take measures under the authority given by the law) is the purpose
aimed at by the decrees. These seven purposes are:
"(a) Maintenance of order in the finances of the States, the communes, the communal
unions and public law -associations;
" (b) The relief of financial, economic, social, cultural or political emergencies;
" (c) The effecting of economies;
" (d) Adjustment to laws in force in neighbouring States;
"(e) Maintenance and enhancement of public order and security" (f) Simplification and development of the administration and the administration
of justice;
" (g) Relief of unemployment.
"It is common ground among all the parties concerned, and it is evident in itself, that the
decrees effect a revolution m the Penal Law of the Free City Hitherto, as the Senate states, the
principle niulla p&ena sune lege has been applicable at Danzig under Article 2 of the Penal Code.
No person could be punished except for an offence provided for and strictly defined by law. The
decree amending Article 2 of the Penal Code renders punishable any person who commits an act
which is deserving of penalty according to the fundamental conceptions of a penal law and
healthy national consciousness (nach gesunem Volksemp/indcn). Details regarding the application of this rule are laid down in a new Article 2(a). The decree to amend the penal procedure inserts
provisions in the Code of Penal Procedure to permit of prosecutions being undertaken in accordance
with the new rule. In its statement, the Senate explains that, for an act to be punishable in
accordance with the new rule, a penal law must already exist under the extended application of
which an act can be penalised by analogy and, in addition, the analogy must not merely be possible
in itself but must be admitted as possible by a healthy national consciousness
" In my opinion, the Council should be unwilling to admit that the two decrees are in accordance with the Constitution without obtaining legal advice on this question, and, as the issues
involved appear to me to be both difficult and important, I suggest that the Council should obtain
the advice of the Permanent Court of International Justice. I vU indicate two points which
cause me to doubt the constitutionality of the decrees.
"In the first place, the substitution for the basic principle of the criminal law of Danzig of
an entirely opposite principle seems to me to be so essentially a matter for the ordinary process
of legislation that the question whether a power to effect it is conferred on the Senate by the Law
for the Relief of the Distress of the Population and the State demands careful examination. If
this is not so, the two decrees are clearly contrary to Article 43 of the Constitution, under which
action both by the popular Assembly and by the Senate is necessary for the enactment of a. law.
It is not suggested by the Senate that the issue of the decrees was necessary to meet an emergency
of any kind. On the contrary the communication from the Senate states that the application of
the new provisions of the Penal Code will be very rare, since there are very few lacune in the Penal
Law of Danzig.
"In the second place, I feel that careful examination should be made of the question whether
decrees which remove all fixed boundaries between what is and what is not a penal offence are
consistent with the numerous provisions of the Constitution of Danzig, wich create fundamental
rights the enjoyment or exercise of which may not be restricted, infringed or punished, except in
virtue of a law. I may give as examples Articles 74 (inviolability of personal liberty), 75 (freedom
of movement, settlement and choice of occupation), 79 (freedom of expression of opinion), 84 (freedom to assemble peaceably and without arms), 85 (freedom of association), 86 (inviolability of
the home).
"At the time when the Constitution was enacted, the new penalogial conception
embodied in the two decrees did not exist, and it was therefore presumably intended that the
-limits which the law might impose upon the rights in question should be fixed and ascertamable
limits. The question arises whether it is consistent with the Constitution for the enjoyment or
exercise of the rights in question to be capable of being infringed or punished, not in virtue of an
express provision of the law but in virtue of application ex post facto by analogy of some provision
of the law which does not directly affect the right in question and under the guidance of what is
described as healthy national consciousness
"I venture to propose to the Council the adoption of the following resolution.
" The Council of the League of Nations,
" Having considered the communication from the High Commissioner of September
th,
1935, by which the High Commissioner transmitted to the Council.
7
" (a) A petition, dated September 4 th, 3935, and signed on behalf of the GermanNational members of the Danzig Popular Assembly, the Social-Democrat members of
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the Popular Assembly and the Centre Party and the Centre Party members of the
Popular Assembly which protests against two legislative Decrees of August 29th, 1935,
amending the Danzig Penal Code and the Danzig Code of Penal Procedure;
(b) The text of the said decrees;
(c) A communication, dated September 7 th, 1935, from the Senate of the Free
City of Danzig containing observations on the said petition.
" Requests the Permanent Court of International Justice to give an advisory opinion
on the question whether the said decrees are consistent with the Constitution of Danzig,
or, on the contrary violate any of the provisions or principles of that Constitution.
" The Council requests that, if possible, the Court will give its opinion in time to enable
it to be considered by the Council at its session of January 1936,
" The Secretary-General is authorised to submit this request to the Court, together with
all the relevant documents, to afford the necessary assistance in the examination of the
question and, if necessary to arrange to be represented before the Court.

Mr. Eden desired, in submitting the above reports, to direct the notice of his colleagues to a
number of other documents regarding Danzig which had been circulated for their information
(Annex 1569, page 1339). While dealing with the subject of documents communicated to the
Council for its information, he thought it well to draw attention to one particular point raised
in the report of the Committee of Jurists appointed by the Council at its May session to advise
it on four petitions received from various sections of the population of Danzig (Annex 1565,
page 1292). That point had been taken up in the observations of the Danzig Senate on the jurists'
report (Annex 1565 a, page 1310).
The Committee of Jurists remarked, in discussing the constitutionality of the Law of June 24th,
1933, known as the Enabling Law that "the League of Nations raised no objection to the delegation of extraordinary powers to the Senate by ordinary legislative process " and that the League
of Nations " regarded the gradual extension of the delegated powers up to and including the
Enabling Act of 1933 as a measure consistent with the Constitution and accordingly valid"
In its observations on the report, the Senate seemed to conclude from the above remarks
that legal measures, once they had been submitted to the Council, ought to be considered as
approved by the latter, if no objection were raised to them.
In order to avoid any misunderstanding in that matter Mr. Eden felt it necessary to observe
that the fact that a measure had been communicated to the Council without being made the
object of discussion or of any remarks by the Council in no way implied the latter's approval of
the measure. That consideration was clearly brought out in the statement regarding the attitude
of the Council made by Sir John Simon at a session of the Council in January 1934, a statement
to which Mr. Eden had made allusion in his report on the findings of the Committee of Jurists.
He desired, next, to offer a few observations on the situation in the Free City of Danzig, such
as it was revealed by the reports which the Council was considering at the moment and by the
petitions on which they were founded.
It would not have escaped the notice of the members of the Council that, whereas in the past
the matters regarding Danzig on which the Council was called to pronounce concerned almost
invariably the relations between the Free City and Poland, it had recently been the duty of the
Council to examine only matters concerning the internal affairs of the Free City It was, on the
one hand, a matter for congratulation that the external relations of the Free City had so far
improved as to render unnecessary recourse to the Council on that score. But, on the other hand,
it was regrettable that the Council should have to intervene to protect the rights of one section
of the population of the Free City against encroachment by another section.
It would obviously be more satisfactory in every way that such disputes should be settled
on the spot. The High Commissioner of the League, for whose wise and prudent discharge of the
task entrusted to him the Council was so deeply indebted, had spared no effort to that end. It was
only when he saw no hope of achieving a local settlement that he was reluctantly compelled to
bring to the notice of the Council the matters with which it was now dealing. It was, unhappily,
clear that the High Commissioner had not received from the Government of the Free City that
collaboration wluch he was entitled to expect. Mr. Eden trusted that the President of the Senate
would, on the present occasion, be able to assure the Council that the Government of the Free City
would co-operate with the High Commissioner wholeheartedly in the settlement of those disputes
on the lines of the Council's conclusions.
The Council would find in the reports the recommendations which Mr. Eden proposed it
should make to the Senate of the Free City He felt obliged to add, however in this connection,
that of the fundamental rights provided in the Constitution, that of freedom of expression, more
particularly through the medium of the Press, seemed to have been most severely restricted by
the present Government of Danzig. The Council had the right to require that, in future, the
laws regulating the matter would be applied by the competent authorities in the spirit of the
Constitution.
He was confident that the Senate of the Free City would accept the recommendations of the
Council in the spirit in which they were made-a spirit of constructive helpfulness. They should,
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Mir. Eden thought, be of no little assistance to the Senate in restraining those elements m the
Free City who might desire to apply in their entirety political doctrnes which were incompatible
with the Constitution. They should also help the Danzig Government, without any loss of prestige,
to modify its policy so that the Constitution of Danzig, of which the League of Nations was the
guarantor, should in future be faithfully observed, not only M the letter but in the spirit.
M. BECK accepted the conclusions of the report and paid a tribute to the Rapporteur for Ins
conscientious examination of the delicate problems submitted to the jurists. The spontaneous
declaration made by President Greiser at the last session of the Council entitled it to hope that the
Senate would take appropriate steps to carry out the Council's resolution. In that connection,
M. Beck considered it only right that, haiing regard to all the difficulties of the internal situation
of the Free City the Rapporteur should have thought fit to allow the Senate the necessary time.
As regards the question of the employees who had been dismissed, M. Beck drew the Council's
attention to the following point. It was clearly unusual for so lgh a political institution as the
Council of the League to be called upon to deal with a question of the disnssal of mumcapal
employees, and he ventured to hope that, in future, such questions would be settled locally
It seemed to him that the Senate should, in this matter, take account of the observations made
to it by the High Conrmssioner, who, as the representative of the League of Nations, would only
make suggestions that were in accordance with the principles of that great institution.
M. LAvAL associated himself with the conclusions of the reports submitted by Mr. Eden.
The Constitution of the Free City of Danzig had been placed under the guarantee of the League
of Nations, and it was the Council's duty to see that that guarantee was effective. Moreover,
the President of the Senate had given the Council assurances on that point at its last ordinary
session, assurances which had been duly noted, and which, M. Laval had no doubt, would be
honoured.
In connection with the new question brought before the Council by the High Commissioner
of the League, M. Laval was glad to note the Rapporteur's proposal that it should be submitted for
consideration to the Permanent Court of International Justice. No authority could be better
qualified to solve so delicate a problem. The appeal wich the Council was making in this case to
the experience and inpartiality of the Court of Justice was the best reply the Council could give
to the apprehensions expressed by certain delegations, and repeated in the First Committee of the
Assembly concerning the Council's alleged dislike of judicial procedure.
In conclusion, M. Laval congratulated the League's High Commissioner at Danzig on the
firmness and prudence with which he was accomplishing his task in particularly difficult
circumstances.
Mr. LESTER, High Commissioner of the League of Nations at Danzig, observed that it was
greatly to be regretted that the Council should again be called upon to give attention to the
internal administration of the Free City in pursuance of the League's guarantee of the Constitution,
and he himself had done everything possible to avoid that situation. There was scarcely a
question and no principle involved that had not been the subject of discussion, sometimes very
prolonged discussion, between the Senate and the High Commissioner, and every point now
decided by the Council could have been adjusted, before coming before the Council, on a basis
not less favourable for the Danzig Government. On finding that preliminary efforts in Danzig
did not remove his apprehensions, Mr. Lester had had no alternative but to refer the matters,
in accordance with his instructions, to the Council, as the authority charged with the protection
of the Constitution.
The putting into operation of the recommendations now before the Council would help to
bring back public life in Danzig into accord with the Constitution. There were other questions
besides those which had been before the Council which would now be considered in the light
of the Council's decisions. Consideration of some of those questions had been postponed at the
request of the Senate, pending the issue of the report of the Legal Committee, and it should now
be possible to arrange satisfactory settlements, without recourse to the Council, on the basis of
the decisions now being taken.
At previous discussions at the Council table regarding the Constitution, Wr. Lester had
said very little. He felt, however, that, on the present occasion, and as the Rapporteur had now
presented his conclusions, the Council would expect from the High Commissioner a few remarks
on the general situation in Danzig. The position in Danzig had been such that, while there had
been, as was known. to the Council, declarations of official loyalty to the Constitution, there
had also been, from members of the Senate and the party supporting them, many declarations
showing unfriendliness to constitutional principles. An effort was made to distinguish between
the letter of the Constitution and its underlying principles and it had not been thought wrong,
in many cases, both in legislation and in administration, to endeavour to circumvent the intentions
of the Constitution in favour of a particular party
Dealing with the situation nine months previously, Mr. Lester had pointed out to the Council
that some of the difficulties had arisen because of the Senate's legitimate desire to carry out such
parts of the National-Socialist ideas as were not unconstitutional. It would seem to be self-evident
that such a desue -was legitimate. His statement had, however, been frequently quoted by
Danzig authorities in support of measures and actions to which Mr. Lester would not himself
apply it. He found it necessary therefore, to say that his view was based on the assumption
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that there were elements in National Socialism which might be put into operation without infringing
the complete equality of citizens, freedom of the public Press and public opinion, and other
constitutional provisions.
It would have been noted that, in regard to a number of complaints, the Legal Committee
had declared that it could not, without an investigation on the spot, come to any conclusions
as to whether the Constitution had been infringed or not. That was outside the mandate of the
Committee. Mr. Lester sincerely trusted'that that would not be necessary and that the bitterness
of the present internal conflict would be appeased.
At this point, Mr. Lester desired to point out that the people who were more concerned were
citizens of German culture. He recalled that, a few months previously a popular election
had been held in Danzig, one of the principal objects of which had been to seek to amend the
Constitution. More than 40 % of the voters had expressed their opposition to the National-Socialist
policy It was this very large proportion of citizens of German culture whose rights were most often in
question and who, having first sought local remedies for their grievances, had felt compelled to
appeal to the League of Nations as guarantor of their liberties. The rights for which protection had
been asked were not, therefore, merely the rights of individuals, but of thousands of men and women
voters of German race and culture.
The position was even indicated in the sources of the petitions now before the Council. Every
one of the fifty Catholic Parish Priests of Danzig had declared his support of one petition. Another
represented 30,000 odd voters of the Centre Party while a third was supported by about 30,000
Social Democrats. The fourth was from the small Jewish community He had, during recent weeks,
been receiving lont deputations from the Centre, Social-Democrat and German-Nationalist
Parties. These parties, normally acting under widely different political ideas, had apparently felt
it necessary to sink their differences to j6in in seeking protection from the guarantors of their rights.
This was not the occasion to enter into any detail, but Mr. Lester wished to recall that, in his
report to the Council in January last, he had specifically referred to the police, pointing out that the
confidence of large sections of the community was being undermined, and he had unfortunately
no reason to believe that the situation had improved. The Government had great power in the
administration, and properly so, and it was hoped that it would now endeavour to reinspire the
entire community with confidence that the rights of citizens were not threatened, and that the
Government was a protection for all, irrespective of their political affiliations.
Parliamentary life in Danzig was, under the Full Powers Law very restricted, but it might
have been expected, especially as the Government possessed a complete majority in the Volkstag,
that it wouldmot be still further restricted.
These facts were only mentioned as symptoms of the malaise in Danzig and of the discontent
which had led the representatives of 40% of the people to appeal to the Council.
The courts of justice in Danzig, which, in accordance with the Constitution, were independent.
had had a high and honourable tradition. They had now before them many cases of a political
or semi-political character and it was obviously more important than ever that the courts should
be above suspicion.
The President of the Senate had, on a previous occasion, referred to good relations between the
Government and the High Commissioner. Co-operation between the High Commissioner and the
Senate, which should be fruitful and could easily be so, and which might avoid the necessity in
many cases of reference to the Council, had, however, been rendered somewhat unsatisfactory
during the past six months. If that situation were to be inproved, it must be realised
that co-operation did not only mean consideration on the part of the High Commissioner for the
normal political and other difficulties of a Government.
In conclusion, Mr. Lester wished to repeat, on this occasion in public, his earnest appeal to
President Greiser and his colleagues on the Senate that, having failed to get the necessary mandate
from their own people to propose changes in the Constitution, they should now agree to accept
it, not only in the letter, but in the spirit. Mr. Lester was sure that was not a vain hope, and it
would enable the Government to concentrate its energies on the difficult financial and economic
situation which had recently come about in Danzig and would surely bring more benefit to that
little community in whose welfare Mr. Lester also took a very deep and sincere interest.
He trusted that, in the near future, the Council would be able to take note of a happier
situation in Danzig.

M. GREISER, President of the Senate of the Free City of Danzig, said that the Free City of
Danzig had not, as on former occasions, come before the League Council to-day because there
was a question of external policy to be settled between the Free City and the Republic of Poland.
Differences of that kind had disappeared-and the Free City of Danzig rejoiced that that was sosince the accession to power of the National-Socialist Government. There was reason to hope,
therefore, that Danzig would never again need to bring any question before the Council, and
M. Greiser wished to take the present opportunity publicly to emphasise that the Senate of the
Free City had neither the desire nor the intention to appear before it.
Nevertheless, certain circles which -were always dissatisfied had unfortunately succeeded in
obtaining continual recourse to Geneva and in bringing before the League Council matters with
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which, in view of the great responsibility imposed upon it by important world problems, it should
be spared the necessity of dealing. In M. Greiser's view, the solution of those questions of internal
policy which were to-day submitted to the Council ought, in principle, to be entrusted to each
sovereign State. The only restriction which the Senate was obliged to recogmse in this connection
was the guarantee of its Constitution by the League. Nevertheless, in the view not only of the
Senate of the Free City but also of the Council, as was clearly shown, without any possible
misunderstanding, in the reports of previous years, that guarantee must be very strictly interpreted,
especially as the guarantee assumed by the League ought essentially to be that of the external
existence of the Free City of Danzig vzs-a-vzs other States.
Many of the matters which, in the petitions submitted by the Opposition and also m the
statement Just made by the High Commissioner, had been criticised and regarded as defects in the
application of the Constitution had been formerly dealt with in a similar manner by previous
Governments. M. Greiser, in company with other National-Socialist deputies, had frequently
had his parliamentary immunity suspended and been arrested, and the penalties imposed had very
seriously hampered ins freedom of political movement. So long as the National-Socialist Party
had been in the ranks of the Opposition, its activity in Parliament had been much more seriously
curtailed by the parties then in the majority than was the case ith the present Opposition. It
should therefore be remembered that those former Governments had consisted of the same parties
that were to-day complaining to the League of the way in which the Constitution and the
parliamentary regime were now being applied.
It was in this spirit that M. Grelser was glad to recall the fact that the Council had, on many
occasions, declared that it in no way desired to become a sort of supreme internal court of appeal
for Danzig. Moreover, such a situation would be incompatible with the status of an independent
State, which had been conferred on the Free City of Danzig by the Treaty of Versailles, to which
it owed its creation.
In the light of those considerations, Ml. Greiser took note of the opinon expressed by the
Council on the various petitions now on its agenda. He thanked the Council, and in particular
the Rapporteur, for having made so thorough a study of those questions. In accordance with the
declaration he had made at the May session of the Council,' the decisions and proposals resulting
from the opinion given by the Council would be transmitted by its President to the Senate of the
Free City for any necessary action.
If, on certain points, the Council's interpretation differed from that of the Government of the
Free City in so far as the constitutional nature of certain legislative decrees was concerned,
d the
M. Greiser desired to lay stress on the fact that the Senate had always carefully borne in
constitutional aspect of the question, both as regarded the promulgation of legislative decrees
and as regards their application, and that, in cases where it was doubtful whether certain measures
and legislative decrees were in accordance with the Constitution, the opinion of the Government
of the Free City comcided completely with the decision of the Supreme Court of Danzig.
In their statements, the Rapporteur and the High Commissioner had pointed out that, during
recent months, the collaboration between the High Commissioner and the Danzig Government had
been somewhat less satisfactory In this connection, however, M. Greiser wished to emphasise
that the Senate of the Free City had never been lacking in goodwill and the desire to co-operate
with the High Commissioner, and was prepared to continue to show that goodwill in the future.
With regard to the case of M. Luck and M. Schmode, M. Greiser was glad to note that, in the
Rapporteur's opinion, cases of that kind did not come vithm the province of the League
Council. He was pleased to have the Council's confirmation of that view, which he had always held.
He was particularly grateful to the Foreign Minister of Poland for his friendly remarks, which
afforded a striking proof of the cordial relations existing between Poland and Danzig, and displayed
a clear comprehension of the true situation of the Free City
The conclusions of the first two reports submitted by the Rapporleur together with the resolution
at the close of the last report, were adopted.

'See

Offlaa2 Journal, June 1935, page 649.
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